Abstract. We review various aspects of the characteristic initial value problem for the Einstein equations, presenting new approaches to some of the issues arising.
Introduction
By now there exist four well established ways of systematically constructing general solutions of the Einstein equations, by solving (i) a spacelike Cauchy problem (see [12, 1] and references therein), or (ii) a boundary-initial value problem [24, 31, 23] (for further references see [38] ), or (iii) a characteristic Cauchy problem on two transverse hypersurfaces, or (iv) a characteristic Cauchy problem on the light-cone.
One can further consider mixtures of the above. The aim of this paper is to present some new approaches to the last two questions, and to review the existing ones.
To put things in perspective, recall that Einstein's equations by themselves do not have any type that lends itself directly into a known mathematical framework which would provide existence and/or uniqueness of solutions [25] . The monumental discovery of Yvonne Choquet-Bruhat in 1952 [19] was, that the imposition of wave-equations on the coordinate functions led to a system where both existence and uniqueness could be proved. The constraint equations satisfied by the initial data on a spacelike hypersurface turned out to be both necessary and sufficient conditions for solving the problem. The constraint equations, and the "harmonicity conditions" became then the two standard notions in our understanding of the spacelike Cauchy problem.
In the early 1960's there arose a strong interest in the characteristic initial value problem because of attempts to formulate non-approximate notions of gravitational radiation in the non-linear theory [33, 2, 34, 37, 17] . While those papers provided much insight into the problem at hand, it is widely recognized that the first mathematically satisfactory treatment of the Cauchy problem on two intersecting null hypersurfaces is due to Rendall [36] , see also [6, 5, 14, 35, 21, 16, 32, 3, 4, 20, 27 ]. Rendall's initial data consist of a conformal class of a family of two-dimensional Riemannian metrics γ := γ AB (r, x C )dx A dx B on the null hypersurfaces, complemented by suitable data on the intersection. Here r is an affine parameter on the null geodesics threading the initial data surfaces. Rendall uses the Raychaudhuri equation to compute the conformal factor Ω needed to determine the family of physically relevant datã
on the null hypersurfaces. The harmonicity conditions and the Einstein equations determine then uniquely the whole metric g to the future of the initial data surfaces and near the intersection surface S. The reader will find more details in Section 2.
Rendall's elegant approach works well in vacuum, and more generally for a class of matter fields that includes scalar, Maxwell, or Yang-Mills fields. However, it appears awkward to use an unphysical family of conformal metrics as initial data, since the physically relevant, and geometrically natural, object is the familyg. In this context it appears appropriate to view the tensor fieldg as an initial datum on the characteristic surfaces, with the Raychaudhuri equation playing the role of a constraint equation. The idea of prescribingγ should then be viewed as a conformal ansatz for constructing solutions of this constraint equation.
The last point is only a question of interpretation. More importantly, Rendall's scheme does not work for e.g. the Einstein-Vlasov equations for particles with prescribed rest mass m (see [7] for an existence theorem for those equations with initial data on a spacelike hypersurface), because the energy-momentum tensor for the Vlasov field, ‡
where f = f (x, p) is the Vlasov distribution function and dµ ≡ dµ(p) is the Riemannian measure induced on the "mass-shell" {g ρσ p ρ p σ = −m 2 }, depends explicitly upon all components of the metric. This leads to the need of reformulating the problem so that the whole metric tensor is allowed as part of the initial data on the characteristic surfaces. Such a method will be presented in Section 3, after having reviewed Rendall's approach in Section 2. We will do this both for data given on two transversally intersecting null hypersurfaces, and on a light-cone.
We complement the above with a geometric formulation of the characteristic initial data in Section 4, where we give geometric interpretations of n, out of n + 1, wave-map gauge constraint equations.
The bottom line of our analysis is, that the gravitational characteristic initial data have to satisfy one single constraint equation, the Raychaudhuri equation. This raises the question, how to construct solutions thereof. In Section 5 we present several methods to do this. In the short Sections 5.1-5.4 we recall how this has already been done in the preceding sections. In Section 5.5 we analyse the Hayward gauge condition κ = τ /(n − 1), which may be used as alternative to an affine-parameterization-gauge where the function κ vanishes.
It has been proposed to use the shear tensor σ as the free initial data for the gravitational field rather thanγ. However, one defect is that it is not clear how to guarantee tracelessness of σ. We present in Section 5.6 a tetrad formulation of the problem to get rid of this grievance. Finally, we adapt in Section 5.7 to any dimensions an approach of Helmut Friedrich (originally developed in dimension four, using spinors), where certain components of the Weyl tensor are used as unconstrained initial data for the gravitational field. Again, this requires to work in a null-frame formalism to take care of the tracelessness of the Weyl tensor.
In the case of a light-cone the Hayward gauge leads us to the issue: Under which conditions is the assumption, that the vertex is located at the origin r = 0 of the adapted coordinate system, consistent with regularity at the vertex? This question is considered in an appendix.
Rendall's approach
In this section we review Rendall's approach to the characteristic initial value problem. For definiteness in the remainder of this section we will consider the vacuum Einstein equations; we comment at the end of this section on those energy-momentum tensors which are compatible with the analysis here.
Consider two smooth hypersurfaces N a , a = 1, 2, in an (n+1)-dimensional manifold M , with transverse intersection along a smooth submanifold S. Near the N a 's one can choose adapted coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x A ) so that N 1 coincides with the set {x 1 = 0}, while N 2 is given by {x 2 = 0}. The hypersurfaces N a are supposed to be characteristic, which is equivalent to the requirement that, in the coordinates above, on N 1 the metric takes the form
similarly on N 2 . Here, and elsewhere, the terminology and notation of [11] is used, in particular an overbar over a quantity denotes restriction to the initial data surface N 1 ∪ N 2 . Rendall assumes moreover that x 2 is an affine parameter along the curves {x 1 = 0, x A = const A }, and that x 1 is an affine parameter along the curves
be the divergence scalar, and let
be the trace-free part of ∂ 2 g AB , also known as the shear tensor. The vacuum Raychaudhuri equation,
provides a constraint equation on the family of two-dimensional metrics
where
Note that σ A B depends only on the conformal class of g AB . As shown by Rendall, metrics satisfying the constraint (6) can be constructed by freely prescribing the family
Writing g AB = Ω 2 γ AB , (6) becomes then a second order ODE in
This needs to be complemented by Ω| S and ∂ 2 Ω| S . Let us require all coordinate functions to satisfy the scalar wave equation ✷ g x µ = 0. Then the affine parameterization condition Γ 2 22 | N1 = 0 can be rewritten as
This equation determines the metric function g 12 on N 1 with the freedom to prescribe g 12 on S.
The equation R 2A = 0 on N 1 takes the form
where∇ is the covariant derivative operator of the metric g AB dx A dx B . Here, using the assumption that all coordinate functions satisfy the wave equation, the covector ξ A reads ( [11, Equation (8.25) 
where theΓ B CD 's are the Christoffel symbols of the metric g AB dx A dx B . This provides an ODE for the metric functions g 1A : Indeed, one determines ξ A by integrating (26) , with the freedom to prescribe
on S. (One should keep in mind that ξ A here is unrelated to the corresponding field ξ A on N 2 , determined by an analogous equation where all quantities τ , σ, etc., are calculated using the fields on N 2 .) Then g 1A is found by integrating (9) . Since the metric needs to be continuous, the metric component g 1A has to vanish at S; this requirement defines the integration constant. We further observe that by definition of ξ A the freedom to prescribe ξ N1 A corresponds to the freedom of prescribing ∂ 2 g 1A on S.
The equation g AB R AB = 0 in vacuum takes the form
whereR is the curvature scalar ofg, and where
Taken together, those equations provide a second order ODE for g 22 ; integration requires the knowledge of g 22 and ∂ 2 g 22 on S. Employing the relation
we observe that g 22 has to vanish at S, while there remains the freedom of prescribing ∂ 2 g 22 , equivalently ∂ 2 g 11 , on S. However, the validity of the harmonicity conditions implies certain constraints on S (see below): The value of ∂ 2 g 11 at S is determined by equation (12c); similarly the function ∂ 2 g 11 at S follows from (12a).
One has thus determined all the metric functions g µν on N 1 ; the procedure on N 2 is completely analogous. These are the data needed for the harmonically-reduced Einstein equations, which form a well-posed evolutionary system for the metric.
However, not every solution of the equations constructed in this way will satisfy the vacuum Einstein equations: One still needs to make sure that the harmonicity conditions are satisfied. There is in fact one more subtlety, as one needs to verify that the parameter x 2 is indeed an affine parameter on the null geodesics threading N 1 . It turns out [36] that all this will be verified provided three more conditions are imposed at S: If we write ν
, the wave-coordinates conditions will hold if we require that on S
As already indicated above, the integration functions ∂ 1 g 22 | S and ∂ 2 g 11 | S cannot be freely specified but have to be chosen in such a way that the equations (12a) and (12c) are fulfilled. Equation (12b) will be satisfied by exploiting the freedom in the choice of ∂ 1 ν − A and ∂ 2 ν + A . So there remains the freedom to prescribe, say,
The constraint equation (12b) can be tied to a terminology introduced by Christodoulou [13] as follows: Let L and L be two null normals to a codimensiontwo spacelike hypersurface S satisfying g(L, L ) = −2 .
Christodoulou [13] defines the torsion one-form of S by the formula
where X ∈ T S. Assuming g 12 | S is positive we can choose L = 2g 12 ∂ 2 then, on S, using the notation above, L = − 2g 12 ∂ 1 , and (13) reads
So ζ A contains precisely the information needed to determine ∂ 1 ν − A and ∂ 2 ν + B at S, after taking into account (12b).
Theorem 2.1 (Rendall) Consider two smooth hypersurfaces N 1 and N 2 in an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with transverse intersection along a smooth submanifold S in adapted null coordinates. Let γ AB be a smooth family of Riemannian metrics on N 1 ∪ N 2 , continuous at S. Moreover, let Ω, ∂ 1 Ω, ∂ 2 Ω, f and f A , A = 3, . . . , n + 1, be smooth fields on S, where we assume Ω and f to be nowhere vanishing on S. Then there exists an open neighbourhood U of S in the region {x 1 ≥ 0, x 2 ≥ 0}, a unique function Ω on (N 1 ∪ N 2 ) ∩ U and a unique smooth Lorentz metric g µν on U such that (i) g µν satisfies the vacuum Einstein equations,
This analysis of the constraints applies equally well to a light-cone with some minor modifications [11] , where the wave-equations for the coordinate functions are replaced by wave-map conditions. Moreover, there is no need to provide further initial data at the tip of the light-cone, as those are replaced by conditions arising from the requirement of regularity of the metric there; the reader is referred to [11] for a detailed discussion. An explicit parameterization of tensorsg which arise by restriction of a smooth metric in normal coordinates has been given in [15] . The reader should keep in mind the serious difficulties with regularity of the metric at the vertex, when attempting to prove an existence theorem for the light-cone problem; see [10, 9] for results under restrictive conditions on the data.
The above extends easily to non-vacuum models with energy-momentum tensors of the form
on the initial surface {x 1 = 0}, cf. [11] .
All components of the metric as initial data
Let ℓ ν denote the field of null tangents to a characteristic hypersurface. In this section we present a treatment of the characteristic Cauchy problem which applies to energymomentum tensors of the form
for some fields φ satisfying equations which, when the metric is considered as given, possess a well-posed characteristic Cauchy problem. Here the symbol ∂ denotes derivatives in directions purely tangential to the initial data surfaces. In particular (15) includes the Einstein-Vlasov case.
As already discussed, in [36] the corresponding problem for the vacuum Einstein equations is solved using an affine parameterisation of the generators and a wavemap ("harmonic") gauge. In Rendall's approach some components of the metric are calculated by solving the characteristic-harmonic gauge constraint equations, which form a hierarchical ODE-system along the generators of the initial surface. For an energy-momentum tensor (2) this approach will generally lead instead to a quasi-linear PDE-system for the metric components. To establish an existence result for that system might be intricate, if possible at all. It is in any case not obvious how to include an energy-momentum tensor (2) in this scheme, compare [39] . We circumvent the problem by using a gauge adapted to the initial data, where the metric tensor, and thereby (2) , is fully given on the initial surface, while the wave-gauge source vectorW µ is computed from the values of the metric on the initial surface using the Einstein -wave-map-gauge constraint equations of [11] .
We start with an analysis of two intersecting hypersurfaces, the case of a light-cone will be covered in Section 3.2.
Two transverse hypersurfaces
Consider two smooth hypersurfaces N a , a = 1, 2, in an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold M , with transverse intersection along a smooth submanifold S. As before, we choose adapted null coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x A ) so that N 1 coincides with the set {x 1 = 0}, while N 2 is given by {x 2 = 0}. We use a "generalized wave-map gauge" as in [11] , with target metricĝ of the form
Hereĝ AB is any family of Riemannian metrics on S parameterized by x 1 and x 2 , smooth in all variables. The metricĝ is only introduced so that the harmonicity vector H µ , defined in equation (18), is a vector field, and plays no significant role in what follows.
As gravitational initial data on the initial hypersurfaces we prescribe all metric components g µν in the coordinates above, as well as a connection coefficient κ; this needs to be supplemented by initial data φ for φ. For instance, in the EinsteinVlasov case, the supplementary data will be a function f defined on the mass-shell {g µν p µ p ν = −m 2 }, viewed as a subset of the pull-back of T M to the N a 's. The hypersurfaces N a are supposed to be characteristic, which is equivalent to the requirement that, in the coordinates above, on N 1 the metric takes the form
similarly on N 2 . Here, and elsewhere, the terminology and notation of [11] is used, in particular an overbar over a quantity denotes restriction to the initial data surface
(Some obvious renamings need to be applied to the equations in [11] , for instance the variable u there is x 1 on N 1 , and x 2 on N 2 ; the variable r there is x 2 on N 1 and x 1 on N 2 .) We want to apply Rendall's existence theorem [36] for an appropriately reduced system of equations. For this the trace, g µν , of the metric on the initial surface N 1 ∪N 2 needs to be the restriction of a smooth Lorentzian spacetime metric. This will be the case if g 12 is nowhere vanishing, if g AB | Na is a family of Riemannian metrics, and if g µν is smooth on N 1 and N 2 and continuous across S ≡ N 1 ∩ N 2 . We therefore need to impose the following continuity conditions on S,
g 12 |N 1 = lim
Let H µ be the harmonicity vector, defined as
whereW λ will be a vector depending only upon the coordinates, and determined by the initial data in a way to be described below. (In principleW λ can be allowed to depend on the metric as well, but not on derivatives of the metric.) To obtain a well posed system of evolution equations we will impose the generalized wave-map gauge condition
More precisely, we view the wave-map gauge constraints [11] as equations for the restrictionW µ ofW µ to N 1 and N 2 . We will solve those equations hierarchically. We emphasize that, assuming (15) , all components of the energy momentum tensor restricted to N 1 and N 2 are explicitly known since g µν and φ are.
We present the calculations on N 1 , the equations on N 2 are obtained by interchanging the index 1 with the index 2 in all the formulae.
Let S µν denote the Einstein tensor. In the notation and terminology of [11] the first constraint, arising from the equation S 22 ≡ R 22 = T 22 evaluated on N 1 , reads (see [11, Equation 6 .11])
where τ and σ are defined as in (4) and (5), respectively. Indeed, using the formulae in [11, Appendix A] one finds
Here we adapt the point of view that the function κ is the value on N 1 of the Christoffel coefficient Γ 2 22 , and is part of the initial data. Hence, we view (19) as a constraint equation linking g AB , κ, and the matter sources (if any).
In the region where τ has no zeros, (19) can be trivially solved for κ to give
It follows that κ does not need to be included as part of initial data when τ has no zeros, and then the constraint equation (19) can be replaced by the last equation, determining κ. Equation (21) can still be used, by continuity, to determine κ on the closure of the set where τ has no zeros, keeping in mind that the requirement of smoothness of the function so determined imposes non-trivial constraints on the right-hand-side. In any case (21) does not make sense if there are open regions where τ vanishes. It seems therefore best to assume that κ is any smooth function on N 1 such that (19) holds, and view that last equation as a constraint equation relating κ, g AB and its derivatives, and the matter fields; similarly on N 2 .
It should be kept in mind that, once a candidate solution of the Einstein equations has been constructed, one needs to verify that κ is indeed the value of Γ 2 22 on N 1 . We will return to this in (39) .
We chooseW 1 to be
Note that the right-hand side is known, so this definesW 1 . By definition, this is the ∂ 1 component ofW µ in the coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , x A ). We will define the remaining components ofW µ shortly, the resulting collection of functions transforming by definition as a vector when changing coordinates.
From [11, Appendix A] one then finds
and (20) together with (19) give
The corresponding constraint equation on N 2 determinesW 2 | N2 . We shall return to the question of continuity at S ofW 1 | N1∪N2 and ofW 2 | N1∪N2 shortly. The next constraint equation follows from S 2A ≡ R 2A = T 2A . From the formulae in [11, Appendix A] we find
where∇ is the covariant derivative associated to the Riemannian metric g AB . That leads us to the equation
where the field ξ A denotes the restriction of the (rescaled) Christoffel coefficient −2Γ
to N 1 . We determine ξ A by integrating (26) , with the freedom to prescribe
on S. (One should keep in mind that ξ A here is unrelated to the corresponding field ξ A on N 2 , determined by an analogous equation where all quantities τ , σ, etc., are calculated using the fields on N 2 .) We then defineW A through the formulå
equivalently
This has been chosen so that, using the formulae in [11, Appendix A and Section 9],
Moreover, one finds (cf. equation (10.35) in [11] )
On S (27) takes the form
the requirement of continuity ofW A | N1∪N2 leads to
Recall that the torsion one-form ζ A has been defined in (14) . We continue with the equation S 12 = T 12 , or, equivalently,
which we handle in a manner similar to the previous equations. Using the identities (10.33) and (a corrected version of §) (10.36) in [11] we find that on N 1 we have
2B +R , and we are led to the equation
with ξ A := g AB ξ B , and where the quantity ζ denotes the restriction of
to N 1 . We integrate (32) , viewed as a first-order ODE for ζ. The initial data on S are determined by the requirement of continuity ofW 2 at S, which we choose to be
Indeed, recall thatW 2 | S has already been calculated algebraically when analysing the first constraint equation on N 2 , in exactly the same way as we calculatedW 1 in the first step of the analysis above.
Similarly the initial data for the integration of the constraint which determines W 1 | N2 is determined by the requirement of continuity ofW 1 | N1∪N2 . The choice (33) has been done so that
We note that our choice ofW 2 is equivalent to
Summarising, given the fields κ, g µν and φ on N 1 ∪ N 2 , satisfying (31) , and the
A on S, we have found a unique continuous vector fieldW on N 1 ∪ N 2 , smooth up-to-boundary on N 1 and N 2 , so that (24), (29) and (34) hold on N 1 ∪ N 2 . LettingW be any smooth vector field on M which coincides withW on N 1 ∪ N 2 , and assuming that the reduced Einstein equations (see (43) below) can be complemented by well-posed evolution equations for the matter fields, we obtain a metric, solution of the Cauchy problem for the reduced Einstein equations in a future neighbourhood of S.
However, the metric so obtained will solve the full Einstein equations if and only if [11] H µ vanishes on N 1 ∪ N 2 , so we need to ensure that this condition holds. Note that at this stage a smooth metric g, satisfying the reduced Einstein equations, and a smooth vector field W µ are known to the future of N 1 ∪ N 2 in some neighbourhood of S, and thus H µ is a known smooth vector field there. By [11, Section 7.6] , H 1 will vanish on N 1 if and only if H 1 vanishes on S. Using (22) and (23) together with the equations in [11, Appendix A] we find
We conclude that H 1 | N1 will vanish if and only if the initial data g 22 on N 2 have the property that the derivative ∂ 1 g 22 on S satisfies
where, to avoid ambiguities, we denote by κ Na the function κ associated with the hypersurface N a , etc. Similarly H 2 | N2 will vanish if and only if we choose g 11 on N 1 so that
With those choices we have H 1 | S = H 2 | S = 0, and the arguments in [11] show that
We continue with H A . Then by equation (30) we have
and the conditions H A | S = 0 and H 1 | S = 0 determine ξ Na A in terms of the remaining data. Note that (31) is then automatically satisfied, and that we loose the freedom to prescribe ξ
It remains to show that our choice of the parameterization of the null rays is consistent, i.e. we have to make sure that the relations Γ hold. This follows trivially from the vanishing of the wave gauge vector H due to the identities 
smooth up-to-boundary on N 1 and N 2 , and satisfying (37)- (38) together with the vacuum constraint equations (here κ N1 := κ| N1 , etc.)
there exists a smooth metric defined on some neighbourhood of S, solution of the vacuum Einstein equations to the future of
Note that all the conditions are necessary. To see this, let g be any metric solving the Einstein equations to the future of N 1 ∪ N 2 , with N a characteristic. We can introduce adapted coordinates near N 1 ∪ N 2 so that (40a)-(40b) hold. The constraints (41a)-(41b) follow then from the Einstein equations [11] , while (37)-(38) follow from our calculations above.
Proof: While the main elements of the proof have already been given, to avoid ambiguities we summarize the argument: Let (κ, g) be given as above. Set
with H µ defined by (18) αβ is a quasi-linear, quasi-diagonal operator on g, tensor-valued, depending onĝ, of the form
wheref [g,Dg] αβ is a tensor quadratic inDg with coefficients depending upon g,ĝ,W , DŴ andDW ; existence of solutions of this problem follows from [36] .) As H µ = 0 by construction, a standard argument shows that H µ ≡ 0, and so g is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations in a suitable neighbourhood of S in M . ✷
The light-cone
Now let us consider the same problem on a light-cone C O with vertex O. We prescribe the metric functions g µν on the cone in adapted null coordinates (cf. [11] ) as well as φ and, if τ has zeros, κ (note that τ ≡ 1 2 g AB ∂ 1 g AB has no zeros in a sufficiently small neighbourhood around the vertex). In this section the notations and conventions from [11] are used again; in particular the x 1 -coordinate will be frequently denoted by r, and the light-cone is given as the surface {x 0 ≡ u = 0}. For C O to be a characteristic cone we need to have g 11 = 0 = g 1A in our adapted coordinates. To end up with a Lorentzian metric, the component ν 0 ≡ g 01 has to be nowhere vanishing, while g AB has to be a family of Riemannian metrics on S n−1 . We consider initial data which satisfy
for small r, where
The tensor s AB denotes the round sphere metric.
These conditions ensure that the metric is of the same form near the vertex as in [11] . The assumptions concerning the derivatives, which are compatible with the relations (4.41)-(4.51) in [11] , are made to compute the behaviour ofW near the vertex: Though we do not attempt to tackle the regularity problem at the vertex here, as a necessary condition we want to make sure thatW remains bounded near the vertex, which in our adapted coordinates means
It is conceivable that a larger class of initial data turns out to be compatible with regularity at the vertex.
In fact it turns out that with (44a)-(44e) and the subsequent assumptions on the target metric and the energy momentum tensor the vectorW goes to zero.
We present the scheme for an arbitrary target metricĝ that satisfies the relationŝ
Again, these assumptions are to ensure that the behaviour ofW can be determined at the vertex. Additionally, we take a look at two particular target metrics: a Minkowski target g = η as in [11] , and a target metricĝ = C which satisfies C = g and which simplifies the expressions for the components ofW .
Let us now solve the constraint equations. The first constraint yields (supposing that τ has no zeros, the case where it does have zeros can be treated as in the case of two transversally intersecting hypersurfaces)
If we assume ¶
we obtain with our assumptions (44a)-(44e) and with the assumptions (45a)-(45b) concerning the target metric
Let us write η = for an equality which holds whenĝ is the Minkowski metric, with an obvious similar meaning for 
If we assume
and employ (44a)-(45c) we find
. ¶ These assumptions on the energy-momentum tensor, as well as those which will be made later, will hold for a tensor Tµν which has bounded components in coordinates which are well behaved near the vertex; note that the (u, r, x A ) coordinates are singular at the vertex.
The functionW
A can then be computed algebraically,
In particularŴ
The functions S
A BC denote the Christoffel coefficients associated to the round sphere metric.
Finally, we have a first-order equation for
It reads
This can be integrated,
where c is an integration constant. Using again the relations (44a)-(44e) and our assumptions on the target metric we deduce that
Assuming that T 01 = O(1) we find that a general solution ζ has a term of order r −(n−1) due to whichW 1 would not converge at the vertex. We thus set c = 0. That yields
Inserting this result into (48) we end up with
For that we employed
In the special case of a Minkowski target we havê
Moreover, we find
Let us assume that the vector fieldW λ can be extended to a smooth spacetime vector fieldW λ on the space-time manifold M . If we further assume, as in the case of two transversally intersecting null hypersurfaces, that the reduced Einstein equations can be complemented by well-posed evolution equations for the matter fields, for sufficiently well behaved initial data we obtain [18] a solution of the Cauchy problem in a future neighbourhood of the tip of the cone. The metric obtained this way solves the full Einstein equations if and only if H vanishes on C O , as shown in Sections 7.6, 9.3 and 11.3 of [11] .
Let us assume now that initial data (κ, g µν ) and a target metricĝ have been specified. In order to prove that the wave-map gauge vector H λ vanishes on the cone, one first establishes that it is bounded near the vertex. In our adapted coordinates that means
If we assume that those transverse derivatives which appear in the generalized wavemap gauge condition H = 0 satisfy (compare [11] for a justification under the conditions there)
and the initial data fulfill, additional to (44a)-(44e), the relations,
then one finds (using (44a)-(45c)), say in vacuum,
which more than suffices for (50).
A geometric perspective

One constraint equation
Let us present a more geometric description of initial data on a characteristic surface. A triple (N ,g, κ) will be called a characteristic initial data set if N is a smooth ndimensional manifold, n ≥ 3, equipped with a degenerate quadratic formg of signature (0, +, . . . , +), as well as a connection form κ on the one-dimensional degeneracy bundle Kerg, understood as a bundle above its own integral curves. The data are moreover required to satisfy a constraint equation, as follows:
We can always locally introduce an adapted coordinate system where Kerg is Span ∂ 1 . * (There only remains the freedom of coordinate transformations of the form (
).) Then the connection form κ reduces to one connection coefficient:
In this coordinate system we haveg = g AB dx A dx B . Denoting by g AB the matrix inverse to g AB , set
Under redefinitions of the adapted coordinates the field τ transforms as a covector, which leads to the natural covariant derivative operator
With those definitions, the characteristic constraint equation reads
+ Note that these transverse derivatives are obtained from the solution g of the reduced Einstein equations with initial data g. The assumptions (50) are known to hold e.g. if one uses the wave-map gaugeW µ = 0 near the vertex [11] . * This vector was denoted as ∂r or ∂ 1 in Section 3.2, by ∂ 1 in Section 2 when considering the null hypersurface N 2 , and as ∂ 2 in Section 2 when considering the null hypersurface N 1 .
where ρ represents the component T 11 | N of the energy-momentum tensor of the associated space-time (M , g) and, as before, σ is the trace-free part of χ.
A triple (N ,g, κ) satisfying (52) with ρ = 0 will be called vacuum characteristic initial data.
An initial data set on a light-cone is a characteristic data set where N is a starshaped neighbourhood of the origin in R n from which the origin has been removed, with the tangents to the half-rays from the origin lying in the kernel ofg, and with (g, κ) having specific behaviour at the origin as described e.g. in [11] .
The reader is referred to [26] for a clear discussion of the geometry of null hypersurfaces, and to [29, 28, 30] for a further analysis of the objects involved.
Dim-N constraint equations
An alternative geometric point of view, closely related to that in [30] , is a slight variation of the above, as follows: Instead of considering a connection on the degeneracy bundle Ker g, viewed as a bundle over the integral curves of Ker g, one considers a connection on this bundle viewed as a bundle over N . For this one needs the connection coefficients κ and ξ A , defined by the equations:
The coefficient κ satisfies the same constraint equation as before. The remaining coefficients ξ A are obtained from (26) , in notation adapted to the current setting:
The fact that this system of ODEs can be solved in a rather straightforward way (compare (47)) given κ and g AB , should not prevent one to view this equation as a constraint on the initial data.
A useful observation here is that in [30, Appendix C] , where it is shown that (54) and (56) can be obtained from the usual vector constraint equation on a spacelike hypersurface by a limiting process, when considering a family of spacelike hypersurfaces which become null in the limit.
The alert reader will note that the constraint equations (54) and (56) exhaust all tangential components of T µν ℓ ν . We are not aware of a geometric interpretation of the equation (49), which involves the remaining, transverse, component of T µν ℓ ν . Pursuing the analogy with the spacelike Cauchy problem, one could be tempted to think of this equation as corresponding to the scalar spacelike constraint equation. However, this analogy is wrong since it is shown in [30, Appendix C] that the scalar constraint equation and one of the vector constraint equations degenerate to the same single equation when a family of spacelike hypersurfaces degenerates to a characteristic one.
Uniqueness of solutions
Given a vacuum characteristic data set on a light-cone, or two vacuum characteristic data sets with a common boundary S (where some further data might have to be prescribed, as made clear in previous sections), one can impose various supplementary conditions to construct an associated space-time metric. For example, one can redefine x 1 so that κ = 0 and impose wave-coordinate conditions, or wave-map coordinate conditions in the light-cone case, to obtain the required space-time metric. Or one can prescribe the remaining metric functions as in Section 3, with appropriate conditions at the tip of the light-cone or at the intersection surface. In [11, Section 7.1] a scheme is presented where g 12 | N is prescribed, together with wave-map conditions. It is obvious that there exist further schemes which are mixtures of the above and which might be more appropriate for some specific physical situations, or for matter fields with exotic coupling to gravity.
Rendall's analysis, or that in [11] , makes it clear that every vacuum characteristic data set as defined in Section 4.1 leads to a unique, up to isometry, associated spacetime, either near the tip of the light-cone, or near the intersection surface S. Here uniqueness is understood locally, though again it is clear that unique maximal globally hyperbolic developments should exist in the current context.
Solving the constraint equation
There are several ways of solving (54). The aim of this section is to present those methods, in vacuum. One should keep in mind that some further specific hypotheses on the matter fields might have to be made in the schemes below for non-vacuum initial data:
Solving for κ
For anyg for which τ has no zeros, (53)-(54) can be solved algebraically for κ. This appears to be the most natural choice near the tip of a light-cone, where τ is nowhere vanishing.
τ and [g AB ] as free data
Another way of solving (54) is to prescribe [g AB ] and the mean null extrinsic curvature τ . Here one can simply choose τ to be nowhere vanishing such that (54) is solvable for κ. Regularity conditions on τ in the light-cone-case are discussed in an appendix.
κ = 0
Rendall's proposal is to reparameterize the characteristic curves so that κ = 0, (54) can then be rewritten as a linear equation for a conformal factor, say Ω, such that g AB = Ω 2 γ AB , where γ AB = [g AB ] is freely prescribed; compare (7).
κ and [g AB ] as free data
In some situations it might be convenient not to assume that κ = 0, but retain a version of the conformal approach of Rendall. This requires only a few minor modifications in Section 2: it suffices to replace (6) by (19) , (8) by (26), (11) by (33) and (10) by (32) with T µν ,W µ andŴ µ set to zero. As a matter of course the corresponding equations on N 2 have to be adjusted analogously.
By an appropriate choice of κ, i.e. by choosing an adapted parameterization of the null rays, equation (19) , which determines τ , can sometimes be simplified; an example will be given in the next section.
An elegant approach is due to Hayward [27] who, in space dimension n = 3, proposes to use a parameterisation where κ = τ /(n − 1). Then, in vacuum, (54) becomes a linear equation for τ , in terms of the trace-free part of χ which depends only upon the conformal class ofg,
The solution τ can then be used to determine a conformal factor Ω 2 relating g AB with a freely prescribed representative γ AB of the conformal class,
In the case where data are given on a light-cone, one has to face the question of boundary conditions for (57), of the (necessary and/or sufficient) conditions on the data which will guarantee regularity at the vertex, and a possible relation between those.
To address those questions, we start by comparing the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge with the geometricκ = 0 gauge. Those quantities computed in the latter gauge will be labelled by˚in what follows. Both gauges are related by an angle-dependent rescaling of the coordinate r: Using the transformation law of the Christoffel symbols we find τ /(n − 1) = κ = Γ ) where we have suppressed any angle-dependence, and left unspecified any potential constants of integration. This defines the desired local diffeomorphism.
As an example (and to obtain some intuition for this gauge scheme) consider the flat case where |σ| 2 ≡ 0 and for which we can compute everything explicitly. There is no difficulty in determining the transformed data which satisfy |σ| 2 ≡ 0. The general solution of (57) is
Now we can explicitly compute (59),
for some integration functions A (i) , with A (2) and τ 0 nowhere vanishing since we seek a map r →r which is a diffeomorphism on each generator. Then
We choose, as usual, the affine parameterr in such a way that {r = 0} represents the vertex and such thatτ = n−1 r . This leads to A (1) = 0. Consequently, we either have to place the vertex at r = −∞ and choose a positive τ 0 or at r = +∞ with a negative τ 0 (w.l.o.g. we shall prefer the first alternative). We conclude that in the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge we need to prescribe initial data for all r ∈ R.
The regularity condition forτ translated into the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge does not lead to any boundary conditions for τ , except for the requirement of constant sign. It determines instead the position of the vertex, which in the new coordinates is located at infinity.
Let us come back to the general case, which we tackle from the other side, namely by starting in theκ = 0-gauge. We use the identity
3 ∂ 2 r ∂r 2 to rewrite (58):
This provides the inverse coordinate transformation. Now, for a smooth metric, in adapted null coordinates which are constructed starting from normal coordinates the generators are affinely parameterized and we have
But this behaviour remains unchanged under all reparameterisations of the generators which preserve the affine parameterisation as well as the position of the vertex. It follows that (63) holds for all smooth metrics in the gaugeκ = 0. From (62)-(63) we obtain
If we start in theκ = 0-gauge, with the vertex atr = 0, and transform into the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge then, similarly to Minkowski space-time, the vertex is shifted to, w.l.o.g., r = −∞. Thus, space-time regularity forces the vertex to be located at infinity in the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge.
The shear as free data
Following Christodoulou [13] , we let the second fundamental form χ of a null hypersurface N with null tangent ℓ be defined as
where X, Y ∈ T N . Choosing ℓ to be ∂ r we then have, using [11, Appendix A],
Let σ be the trace-free part of χ on the level sets of r:
σ is often called the shear tensor of N . It has been proposed (cf., e.g., [13] ) to consider σ as the free gravitational data at N . There is an apparent problem with this proposal, because to define a trace-free tensor one needs a conformal metric; but if a conformal class [ g(r)] is given on N , there does not seem to be any need to supplement this class with σ. This issue can be taken care of by working in a frame formalism, as follows: Let N be a n-dimensional manifold threaded by a family of curves, which we call characteristic curves, or generators. We assume moreover that each curve is equipped with a connection: if, in local coordinates, ∂ r is tangent to the curves, then we let κ denote the corresponding connection coefficient, as in (51).
Suppose, for the moment, that N is a characteristic hypersurface embedded as the submanifold {u = 0} in a space-time M . Choose some local coordinates so that ∂ r is tangent to the characteristic curves of N . Let e a denote a basis of T M along N such that
Let S denote an (n − 1)-dimensional submanifold of N (possibly, but not necessarily, its boundary) which intersects the generators transversally. We will further require on S that e 0 is null, and that for a = 2, . . . , n the family of vectors e a is orthonormal. These properties will then hold along all those generators that meet S.
Let x A be local coordinates on S, we propagate those along the generators of N to a neighbourhood U ⊂ N of S by requiring L ∂r x A = 0. We choose e 1 ∼ ∂ r at S; (51) implies then that this will hold throughout U :
We choose the e a 's, a = 2, . . . n, to be tangent to S; since T N coincides with e ⊥ 0 , the e a 's, a = 2, . . . n will remain tangent to N : e a = e a r ∂ r + e a B ∂ B on U , a = 2, . . . , n.
On S we choose the vector e 0 to be null, orthogonal to S, with g(e 0 , e 1 ) = 1 .
Let {θ a } a=0,1,...,n , be a space-time coframe, defined on U ⊂ N , dual to the frame {e a } a=0,1,...,n . From what has been said we have
By construction, the one-forms θ a are covariantly constant along the generators of N :
Here ∇ is understood as the covariant-derivative operator acting on one-forms. Again by construction θ 0 annihilates T N , thus θ 0 ∼ du along N :
We further note that
To see this, recall that ∂ r is orthogonal to ∂ A , hence
The result follows now from the fact that the (n − 1)
We would like to calculateg := g AB dx A dx B using the covectors θ a . For this, note that (70) and (72) imply
Thus, to determine g it suffices to know the components (θ 
There holds thus the following evolution equation for (θ a B ) a≥2 :
where g AC denotes the matrix inverse to 
Let B ab denote the frame-components of B:
It follows from the definition (64) that χ encodes the information on components of B in directions tangent to N :
The key distinction between B and χ is, that B has components along directions transverse to N , while χ hasn't. Also note that for a, b ≥ 1 the frame components B ab only involve the coordinate components of B µν tangential to N , so the frame formula
is geometrically sensible.
The last two equations in (79) give
which allows us to rewrite (76) as
Now, for a, c ≥ 2,
which leads to
This equation leads naturally to the following picture, assuming for simplicity vacuum Einstein equations.
Consider, first, two null transversely intersecting hypersurfaces N 1 and N 2 , with N 1 ∩ N 2 = S. For a, b ≥ 2 let η ab be one when a and b coincide, and zero otherwise. In addition to κ, the gravitational data on N = N 1 ∪ N 2 can be encoded in a field of symmetric η-trace-free (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrices σ ab , a, b = 2, . . . , n.
Let τ be a solution of the equation
There remains the freedom to prescribe τ ≡ g AB χ AB = n a,b=2 η ab χ ab on S (one such function for each surface N 1 and N 2 ). Define
Solving (83) for θ a B along the generators of N 1 and N 2 , we can calculate g AB on N from (74), as long as the determinant of the matrix (θ a B ) a≥2 does not vanish (which will be the case in a neighbourhood of S). Here one has the freedom of prescribing θ a B on S for a ≥ 2. The characteristic constraint equation R µν ℓ µ ℓ ν = 0 holds by construction. Indeed, the relation σ ab = e a A e b B σ AB , a, b ≥ 2, can be justified in an analogous manner as equation (80). That gives, using (82), with a, b, c, d ≥ 2,
and the assertion follows immediately. We can now apply any of the methods described previously (e.g., Rendall's original method if κ = 0) to obtain a solution of the characteristic Cauchy problem to the future of N .♯ One should keep in mind the following: prescribing the data e a A | S , or equivalently θ a B | S , determines the metric g AB | S on S. There is a supplementary freedom of making an O(n − 1)-rotation of the frame;
♯ Note that prescribing σ ab and κ is equivalent to prescribe χ ab as primary data. If we assume for simplicity that the η-trace of χ ab is nowhere-vanishing, one can then determine κ from (84), and continue as described in the paragraph following (85). One could also consider this procedure in an adapted frame: From χ AB one determines successively g AB , τ and κ. However, since the g AB -trace of χ is then not known a priori, it is not clear how to satisfy the constraint (84).
where the ω b a (x A )'s are O(n − 1)-matrices. Any such rotation needs to be reflected in the σ ab 's:
So, in this construction σ ab undergoes gauge-transformations which are constant along the generators, and are thus non-local in this sense.
In the case of a light-cone, the above construction can be implemented by first choosing an orthonormal coframeφ a ≡φ a A dx A , a ≥ 2, for the unit round metric s AB dx A dx B on S n−1 . The solutions θ a := rφ a ≡ rφ a A dx A , a ≥ 2, of (83) are then chosen as the unique solutions asymptotic to rφ a . It would be of interest to settle the question, ignored here, of sufficient and necessary conditions on σ ab so that the resulting initial data on the light-cone can be realized by restricting a smooth space-time metric to the light-cone.
Friedrich's free data
In [20, 22] , Friedrich proposes alternative initial data on N , based on the identity † †
Equation (86) shows that the component R ArBr of the Riemann tensor can be calculated in terms of κ and the field g AB . Alternatively, given the fields C ArBr , ρ ≡ T rr and κ, together with suitable boundary conditions, one can solve (86) to determine g AB . So, in space-time dimension four, Friedrich [20] proposes to use frame components of C ArBr as the free data on N . There is, however, a problem, in that C ArBr is traceless
So this condition has to be built-in into the formalism. But, as in the previous section, the tracelessness condition does not seemingly make sense unless the inverse metric g AB , or at least its conformal class, are known. This issue can again be taken care of by a frame formalism, whatever the dimension, as follows: Let the orthonormal frame e a , a = 0, . . . , n, and its dual coframe θ a be as in the last section. The property that the frame is parallel along the generators implies ∂ r e a B = −Γ B rC e a C = −g BA B AC e a C for a ≥ 2 .
We then have, for a, b ≥ 2, From the definition of the Weyl tensor in dimension n + 1, C µνσρ := R µνσρ − 1 n − 1 (g µσ R νρ − g µρ R νσ − g νσ R µρ + g νρ R µσ ) + 1 n(n − 1) R(g µσ g νρ − g µρ g νσ ) ,
we find
For a, b ≥ 2 let ψ ab := e a A e b B C ArBr represent the components of C ArBr in the current frame. Then ψ ab is symmetric, with vanishing η-trace. We finally obtain the following equation for B ab ≡ χ ab , a, b ≥ 2:
(∂ r − κ)χ ab = − n c,d=2
This equation shows that (κ, ψ ab ) can be used as the free data for the gravitational field: Indeed, given κ, ψ ab and the component T rr of the energy-momentum tensor, we can integrate (91) to obtain χ ab . Note that by taking the η-trace of (91) one recovers the constraint (84) (here with T rr possibly non-vanishing).
In the case of two transverse hypersurfaces the integration leaves the freedom of prescribing two tensors χ ab on S, one corresponding to N 1 and another for N 2 . Then one proceeds as in the previous section to construct the remaining data on the initial surfaces, keeping in mind the further freedom to choose θ a B | S , a ≥ 2, on S. On a light-cone, (91) should be integrated with vanishing data at the vertex.
where f h = O 1 (r 2 ) is determined by h AB and where A (i) are integration functions. Here we have set A
(1) = 0 and A (2) = 1, so that the r-coordinate in the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge is completely fixed, oncer has been chosen.
From (A.2) we extract the behaviour of the inverse transformation, r(r) = e r + g h , g h = O 1 (e 3r )
(where the symbol O in connection with the r-coordinate refers to the limit r → −∞). Now we can compute the overall form of the initial data, γ AB (r) =γ AB (r(r)) = e 2r s AB + k AB , where k AB = O 1 (e 4r ) . (A.3) This implies
Note that, in contrast to theκ = 0-gauge, τ remains bounded at the vertex for regular light-cone data of the form (A.3), due to (57) and (A.4).
Next, let us show that a bounded τ can only be compatible with regularity when the vertex is located at infinity. For definiteness, we consider initial data g µν with nowhere vanishing τ ≡ 1 2 g AB ∂ 1 g AB , within the scheme of Section 3. Then κ is computed algebraically via (21) (and depends on the initial data). Note that at this stage τ is a known function of r which can be regarded as "gauge part" of the initial data.
By calculations similar to those in (58)- (59) we can then obtain the coordinater relevant to theκ = 0-gauge: r(r) = r e r 1 κ(r2)dr2 dr 1 , (A. 5) and transform all the fields to this gauge. We have the identity τ (r) = ∂r ∂rτ (r(r)) , whereτ = n − 1 r + O(r) , (A.6) since we assume regular light-cone data. We consider the maximal range ofr, near r = 0, whereτ is positive. It follows from (A.5) thatr → r(r) is monotone there. Let us assume that this function is strictly increasing (the decreasing case is handled in a similar way), and let (R 1 , R 2 ) denote the corresponding range of r, with −∞ ≤ R 1 < R 2 ≤ ∞. Then τ is positive on (R 1 , R 2 ) by (A.6). If we choose R 1 < r 0 < R 2 such that r −1 (r 0 ) =r 0 > 0, from the last equation we find, for some (x B -dependent) constant A, The right-hand side diverges to minus infinity at the vertexr = 0, which is mapped to R 1 . This gives We conclude that any gauge in which τ is bounded will force the vertex to lie at infinity, for initial data which can be realized by a smooth space-time metric. As another application of (A.7) we reconsider the κ = τ /(n − 1)-gauge. Let us denote by τ 0 (x A ) the integration function which arises in the associated constraint equation ∂ 1 τ + |σ| 2 = 0. The exponential decay of |σ| 2 at a regular vertex, cf. equation (A.4), is compatible with (A.7) only if τ 0 is bounded away from zero.
Finally, consider initial data on (0, ∞) with g AB = r 2 s AB + O 1 (r 4 ) , as in Section 3.2. The function τ satisfies then
which is, not unexpectedly, fully compatible with (A.7).
